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vided: the Shannon for most of Its length is a waterway,
so is the Barrow in South Leinster; and the whole
country is covered with a system of canals. Yet these
communications have not proved to be of any great
value.
The structure of Ireland has, however, this advan-
tage, that no part of the island is definitely cut off
from the rest, as is Scotland from England, by marked
natural features. The country is marked out for
unity. The East indeed generally has advantage
over the West, which is more weather-beaten and
storm-swept, and along whose coasts the mountain-
chain is more continuous. Connaught is decidedly
poorer than the other provinces, and less civilised
because poorer. But conditions in Connaught vary
only in. degree from those which prevail in West
Munster or West Ulster. So far as industry is con-
cerned, no .part of Ireland has any special equipment.
.There being-no important coal-pits or mineral workings,
population .is not naturally.. concentrated at . any
. centre: and coal, the ordinary raw material; lor.
producing manufacturing power, is • approximately as ••
cheap in one part as in another. Belfast and Deny
are only a little nearer to the Scotch mines than
Dublin and .Waterford and Cork to those of Wales.
Geography does not account for the development, of
.industries and of an industrial population in..the
North-east. The causes are historical, political, and
racial or cultural.
Town life in Ireland exists only along the seaboard,
or at the head of large estuaries. There are in the
region about Belfast a few inland manufacturing
centres of some importance—Portadown, Ballymena,
and Antrim—in addition to Lurgan and Lisburn,
which are almost suburbs of Belfast, In Leinster, the
continued prosperity and power of the Ormonde
family made Kilkenny an important place, and it had,
up to 1800, at all events, a real urban life of its own ;
and to-day, though mainly a market-town, it is a town

